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ABSTRACT

The linear propagation properties and stability of wave motions

in spherical shells examined in paper I (Eltayeb, 1980) are here extended to

the case of a toroidal magnetic field together with an associated shear flow.

The analysis is restricted to moderate values of the magnetic field's amplitude

in which case the ensuing motions are two-dimensional. They occur in thin

cylindrical cells coaxial with the axis of rotation.

For every set of the relevant parameters an infinity of modes

exists and is divided into two uncoupled categories. One category is associated

with a temperature perturbation even in the axial coordinate z and the other

category odd in z. In the presence of an inner solid core the even set persists

only outside the cylindrical surface, C , whose generators touch the inner

core at its equator while the odd set persists everywhere. This property is

used to clarify the relationship between motions in thin and thick spherical

shells.

The direction of propagation of these waves depends on the ratio,

q, of thermal to magnetic diffusivities and on the modified Chandrasekhar number

Q (which is the ratio of Lorentz to Coriolis forces). For small values of q

relevant to geophysical applications both eastward and westward propagation

is possible if Q is small but as Q increases beyond a certain value only

eastward propagation is possible. For the case of large q applicable to

aEtrophysical situations both eastward and westward propagation is possible.

All these results apply for a variety of temperature gradients,in which

both internal and differential forms of heating are invoked, and various forms

of toroidal magnetic fields.

The stability of these wave motions is examined and the most pre-

ferred mode of convection is identified in each case. The unstable cell always

lies on C or outside it. Its precise location depends on the types of magnetic

field and temperature gradient. The sloping boundary of the spherical shell

tends to stabilize westward propagating waves.

Two—dimensional wave motions in spherical shells are found to

provide the preferred mode of convection for Q£ 0 (max (l,q )) for all

toroidal fields which depend only on the distance, s, from the rotation axis.

For fields which depend both on s and on the latitude two-dimensional motions

1/2
are preferred only if Q« q . For larger values of 0 they are stabilized by

the presence of the shear and instability occurs in the form of three-dimensional

motions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The propagation properties and stability of wave motions in rotating

magnetic systems bear on a number of observed geomagnetic and astrophysical

pehnomena (see, e.g., Moffatt 1973, Acheson 1978). The relevance of hydromagnetic-

inertial waves to the geomagnetic secular variations was initiated by Hide (1966)

who studied the free oscillations of a diffusionless, unstratified, perfectly

conducting, incompressible fluid sphere rotating uniformly in a uniform magnetic

field that is predominantly toroidal, using a beta-plane approximation. By

appealing to the axial vorticity in thin coaxial cylindrical filaments, he found

that hydromagnetic-inertial waves, which have no preferred zonal direction of

phase propagation in an infinite medium (Lehnert 1954), are constrained by the

sloping boundary of the spherical surface to propagate eastwards if the spheri-

cal shell is thin. Hide also argued that the same waves would propagate westwards

if the shell was thick. Subsequent studies by Stewartson (1967) and Hide and

Stewartson (1972) showed that westward propagation of the slow waves is un-

likely except possibly for modes associated with large radial wavenumbers. On

the other hand Malkus (1967) studied the same problem with the uniform toroidal

field replaced by a non-uniform one corresponding to a uniform axial electric

current to find that no preference for westward propagation is evident. However,

in contrast with the uniform field, the Malkus model can exhibit instability

if the amplitude of the magnetic field is large enough. This field gradient

instability was later studied by Acheson (see Acheson and Hide (1973)) for

various profiles of magnetic fields varying with the distance, s, front the

rotation axis. Acheson found that provided the magnetic field varies faster

3/2
than s , magnetic instabilities occur in the form of westward propagating

slow hydromagnetic-inertial waves. Braginskii (1967) also studied slow hydro-

magnetic-inertial modes in the presence of stratification and pointed out

their relevance to the geodynaoo, where he showed that a hierarchy of modes

of these waves can produce a mean poloidal field from a toroidal one.

Now all the above studies deal with diffusionless fluids. The

studies on diffusive rotating magnetic systems usually deal with the stability

aspects i.e. the identification of the most unstable mode in the linear theory.

The first such study was made by Chandrasekhar (19611 for a Benard layer in

the presence of vertical rotation and magnc'. i r fir Id. Subsequently a number

of publications on the stability of the hydromagnetic rotating Benard layer

have appeared (Eltayeb 1972, 1975; Soward 1979). The preferred mode of convection

has no preferred direction if the field is uniform but a non-uniform field can

provide a selection mechanism for the direction of phase propagation of the

unstable mode. Motivated by the application of convective motions to planetary

interiors Eltayeb and Kumar (1974, 1977) extended the study of the instabilities

of diffusive rotating magnetic systems to a full sphere (also, see Eltayeb

1972b) using the Malkus field. In contrast with the plane layer model instability

in a full sphere is necessarily oscillatory. The unstable waves propagate east-

ward or westward depending on the relative strength of the Lorentz and Coriolis

forces as well as on the relative magnitudes of magnetic and thermal diffusivities.

Another important result of these studies is that provided the order of magnitude

of the Lorentz forces does not exceed that of the Coriolis forces, convection

occurs in the form of coaxial cylindrical filaments of the type found by Roberts(1968)

for the same problem in the absence of the magnetic field. The thickness of

the filaments depends on the ratio, Q, of magnetic to Coriolis forces. The

stability of the magnetic rotating system was also examined by Busse (1976)

using a sliced cylindrical shell. That model made a reasonable representation

of the spherical problem when Q«l and has been used by Busse ' i " H and

Soward (1979) to construct dynamo models because of its simplicity.

Two-dimensional motions in the magnetic rotating sphere has recently

been studied by Fearn (1979) who isolated some of the properties of the unstable

waves.However, this study is also limited to the preferred mode of convection.

In paper I (Eltayeb 1980) the propagation properties and stability

of rotating spherical shells were investigated in the absence of a magnetic

field. The role played by the slope of the boundary in tending to promote

(oppose) eastward (westward) phase propagation was clarified. Although the

preferred mode of convection is a wave always propagating eastward it was

found that two infinite sets of waves one of which propagates eastward and the

other westward exist. Instability for every mode was examined to find that it

becomes unstable in the form of a coaxial filament whose distance from the
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rotation axis depends on the temperature gradient driving the instability.

Moreover, every infinite set of waves is divided into two groups one of which

has a temperature perturbation even in the axial coordinate z and the other

odd in z. The presence of an inner core suppresses the even set within the

cylindrical surface, C , whose generators touch the inner core at its equator
c

(see figure 1).

In this paper we extend the study made in I to include magnetic

effects. Unlike previous studies which used magnetic fields varying only as

the distance from the rotation axis, we here examine the influence of three

toroidal magnetic fields. In addition to the Malkus field two other profiles

of magnetic field are used. Both of them vanish on the outer surface of the

shell and hence depend both on the distance from the axis of rotation and

latitude. The only difference between them being that one is even in z and

the other odd in z. Because of the dependence on latitude the basic state

magnetic field is associated with a zonal flow (Taylor, 1963). The amplitude

of the zonal flow is linked to that of the magnetic field, with the consequence

that as the amplitude of the magnetic field increases, the shear flow becomes
1/2

more Important until 0 tends to q when the shear flow stabilizes the two

dimensional instabilities.

For small values of the amplitude of the magnetic field B , the

wave motions discussed in I are present and slightly modified by its presence.

As the amplitude of B is increased other modes appear-. These modes have the
o

lowest member providing the critical mode of instability of the sphere (Eltayeb

1972a; Eltayeb and Kumar 1977). However, higher aodes exist and both westward

and eastward phase propagation are possible. When the ratio, q, of thermal (t)

to magnetic (n) diffusivities is small the family of waves propagates by the

inertial- buoyancy mechanism (Fearn 1979) but for large q the waves propagate

with the hydromagnetie-inertial mechanism (Hide 1966). In both cases, however,

instability is strongly dependent on both magnetic and thermal diffusivities.

Both zonal phase speed and temperature gradient of the critical mode depend

on the product krj .

In § 2 the perturbation equations are derived: in § 3 the propagation

and stability of waves are studied in the case q 4 0(1) while § 4 is devoted

to the case q » 1 . § S contains some concluding remarks. In appendix A, an

approximate solution is used to provide insight into the problem. Appendix

B contains the complicated mathematical expression used in the analysis of

5.3 and § 4.

II. THE PERTURBATION EQUATIONS

A Boussinesq fluid is contained between two spherical shells S.

and S of radii r and r (> r ) respectively. The fluid is rotating uniformly,
o I o l

with angular velocity Jl , in the presence of a magnetic field B and flow U

(see figure 1). The fluid has a viscosity v , thermal diffusivity K , magnetic

diffusivity n. magnetic permeabilityp and coefficient of thermal expansion a .

The system is governed by the equations of motion, induction, heat, state and

continuity together with Gauss' law:

3.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)

ffTT

f = ft [l-oLCTe-X)]j

Here p is the density, p the fluid pressure, T the temperature, g the gravi-

tational acceleration, o the density where T - T andf a uniform heat source,

o e o

We take a cylindrical coordinate system (s,»,z) with origin, 0, at

the centre of the spherical shell and Oz along fl . Consider a basic state

Te - f = (2.6)

where p is a constant, and a unit vector in the x -direction will always be
o

denoted by \.
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We shall assume that the fluid shell is self-gravitating so that

(£.7)

The basic state (2.6) is then governed by the equations

o =

U ; (2.3)

(2.9)

o = (2.10)

Since we are interested in rapidly rotating systems we shall assume that the

shear flow U measured in the rotating frame is much smaller then the zonal

speed due to the rotation. Thus

(2.11)

Assuming viscosity is small it can be shown that its effects are concentrated

in Ekman boundary layers on the surface of the shell and the contribution of these

layers can be neglected in the leading order. Thus

(2.1?)

and another expression for p .
o

Equation (2.10) can be solved for spherically symmetric temperature

T to obtain
e

ATi C.13)

where 4 T is the temperature difference across the shell (i.e. T. - T ), r the

radial distance and

(2.14)

If we take (r,9,<f) as spherical polar coordinates with the axis of

rotation 6= 0, we can solve (2.9) to get

(2.15)

in which P'(x) are the associated Legendre polynomials and A , C are constants,
n n n

For a full sphere {i.e. r. =0)C = 0 for all n and the mode n = 1 corresponds
i n

to the Malkus field

Bo = (2.16)

Our interest here is to study the stability of the basic state (2.12) and

(2.13) when B vanishes on the outer surface of the shell. Such fields are
o

more likely to mimic the field of the Earth's outer core since the

conductivity is too weak to allow the field to penetrate it. We then take C =-A
n n

for all n and obtain

(2.17)

n -1

The values of A can only be determined by specifying the field on the surface
n

Sh, Now the various terms (corresponding to different values of n) here can

be categorized as either symmetric or antisymmetric about the equatorial plane

z = 0. We shall therefore investigate the stability of the two fields n = 1

and n = 2. The field n - 1 is symmetric about the equatorial plane. Indeed

this is the modification of the Malkus field to vanish on the outer surface

of the shell. The field n = 2 is anti-symmetric about the equatorial plane,

a property believed to apply to the toroidal field of the Earth.

If we take p, u, b, (H) as the dimensioless perturbations in pressure,

velocity, magnetic induction and temperature respectively, the dimensionless

Relations of the linear problem are
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R (fi)

(2.19)

- kfr) it. r .20)

o. (2.21)

Here we have taken r as a unit of length, </r as a unit of perturbation

2 ° °
velocity and r /K as a unit of time, if and uf are dimensionless forms of B° o
and U ; and

i -n

in which

5. = (2.23)

The flimensionless parameters p, H, Q, E and q are the Prandtl number, the

modified Rayleigh number, the modified Chandrasekhar number, the Ekman nuober

and a magnetic number. They are defined by

We now express u and b in their toroidal and poloidal parts

(2.25)

- 9 -

so that equations (2.21) are automatically satisfied, and assume that W, V, f,

S, (tT) have the dependence

(2.26)

Guided by previous investigations of the spherical problem (Eltayeb 1972b),

we assume that

^ =00) >

and reduce equations (2,X8)-(2.20) to (see I)

T
L

-I

X
= 0 ,

in which

(2.27)

(2.28a)

(2.28b)

In (2.28) we have defined the intrinsic (Doppler-shifted) frequency m by

(2.29)

The magnetic field b is given by
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f= , g = L (2.30)

The system (2.26) is of second order in d/d c and must be solved

subject to the condition that the normal component of velocity on the boundary

vanishes. The remaining boundary conditions {see Eltayeb 1975) are adjusted

by boundary layers on the surface. Thus

for filaments outside C (see figure 1 above), and

(2.311)

for filaments inside C , where

(2.32)

The system (2.28), (2.31) possesses two uncoupled sets of solutions one of

which has Y^ and V3 even in I while Y is odd and the other set has Y and

Y^ odd while Y even in i . Since Y is proportional to the temperature

perturbation and Y is a measure of the axial vorticity we see that the sign

of temperature perturbation and axial vorticity are always the same, We shall

see later that the preferred mode of convenction has an even V with no

zeros inside the shell and consequently the axial vorticity has the same sign

along the filament. In the treatment below we shall refer to the solution in

which Y is even by the even solution and the other by the odd solution.

For every set of the parameters p, q, E, Q, R, k,s ,a the system
o

(2.28), (2.31) possesses an infinite set of solutions each one of them is

characterized by an index n, which is the scaled axial wavenumber. For each

n the quantities p, q, E, Q, R, k, s , a are related by a dispersion relation.

Our interest is in neutrally stable modes for which a is real. Separation

of real and imaginary parts then leads to two relations

- 11 -

for every set of values of p,q, E and Q. The expression for o gives the propa-

gation properties while that for R governs the stability properties. The stability

is studied by first minimizing R over k to get

K ~ K m •= Km {.<n}%) • (2.34)

Rm is then examined as a function of n and s to determine the preferred
o

mode i.e. the mode associated with the smallest value Rm(s ,n), for which R,
o

o , k, s , n take the values R , a , k , s , n . In the analysis below k
' o c c c c c c

may be replaced by m since they are related as given in (2.28b).
c

Before we conclude this section we found it convenient to express

K(r) in the form

k(r) = <*,-
-3

(2.35)

for easy reference to the various forms of temperature gradient.

We may also point out here that the three magnetic fields studied

are such that

(2.36)

corresponding respectively to the Malkus field, the symmetric (with respect

to the equatorial plane) field n = 1 and the anti-symmetric field n = 2.

III. PROPAGATION AND STABILITY WHEN q « l .

When q « l , the nature of the wave motions depend on the quantity
» i

defined by

) (3.1). Q

as has been shown by Eltayeb and Kumar (1974, 1977). See also appendix B. For

T ^ 0(1) the magnetic field serves to modify the waves of the non-magnetic

case (see I) but as y increases to higher values another type of wave is

present. It is then convenient to consider the two cases (i) T < 0(1) and (ii) y» 1

separately.

- 12 -
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3.1. The case Y ̂  0(1)

We make the trans formation

(3.2)

and expand in powers of p (see I)

T = T + f> X +

so that

(3.3)

(3.4)

where

(3.5)

Note here that

(3.6)

and the influence of the shear is potent only if E p q i- 01.1). However,

for the geophysical case this inequality is far from being satisfied and we

have therefore neglected this term so that m = o .

The expressions (3,3) and (3.4) are substituted into (2.28) and

the coefficients of different powers of p are equated to zero to obtain a

hierachy of equations which can be solved seriatim . For our purposes here

it suffices to consider the first two such problems. These are

- 13 -

= 0 (3.7)

which must be solved subject to the conditions that both Y and Y satisfy

(2.31). The operators L and L are given by

*w

-I

fi^r

o

o
(3.8)

The process of obtaining expressions for f! and o /a is identical to

that in I and we may therefore omit the details and state the results.

Convection outside C
c

The solutions here fall into two categories of even and odd solutions.

The even solution is

(3.9)

where

j• e

Hence

(ii f, 4. ̂ f e L l i

3.11)

in which the integrals In and Hn are defined by



and are evaluated in appendix B for the three expressions {3.1) for f.

The odd solution is given by

where

O.14)

Thus

and a and R are given by (3.11) provided we replace I by
n

.10, o) = (3.15)

which is evaluated in appendix B.

Convection within C

Here the solution cannot be divided into even and odd sets. If

we define

= ^"te-O+es,,
the solution here takes the form

(3.16)

Application of the boundary conditions leads to

3.17)

- 15 -

(0)
in which - 6 is the principal value f of

ft*. M-Ms"] =- (3.18)

Consequently we obtain

The expressions H (I,h ) and J (I, h ) are given in appendix B.

Having derived the expressions for the frequency a + p a and

,(0) both inside and outside C , we now proceed to discuss
c

the Rayleigh number R

their dependence on the magnetic field (as measured byy ) and on the ratio ,

q, of thermal to magnetic diffusivities. In general the presence of any

toroidal magnetic field results in an increase in the Rayleigh number whatever

the value of q. However, the dependence of the phase speed a (= a /a) on the

P
magnetic field is related to q. If we note that the expression (3.19) for

R (n) applies for all values of q, we see that o is decreased (increased)
P

in magnitude for q < (>) 1.

To isolate the influence of the form of magnetic field on the

phase propagation and stability of the waves we find it convenient to study

the cases

a >0 discussed in I in order to facilitate comparison between the corresponding

cases. The Kennedy-Higgins model will also be discussed. For each case results

in the three fields (2.36) are presented.

3.1.1 a = 1, a„ = 0
~* 1 2

The temperature gradient here corresponds to the model appropriate

to the full sphere and has been the subject of study by many authors (see e.g.,

Eltayeb and Kumar 1977, Fearn 1973).It is, however, possible to introduce an

inner solid core provided that it has the same temperature on the surface as

that possessed by the same fluid surface in a full sphere i.e. by taking the

temperature difference

a = l , a = 0 j ( b ) a = 0 , a = - n ; ( c ) o = 1 , o < O j ( d ) o = 1,

- 16 -



AT = (3.20)

(o)
The functions (3.11) and (3.19) for R(n) have been evaluated

(0) (0)
numerically subjec t t o the condi t ion aR(n)/3 a = 0 to find R(n) as a function

(0)
of n and s . Such a value of H(n) wil l be denoted by R . In f igure 2, R i s

o m m
drawn as a function of s for the f i r s t few modes. The location of the preferred

o ~ '
cell for all values of n depends on yas well as on the form of the ambient

magnetic field. For the Malkus field the distance s for the preferred cell
m

for each n moves towards the axis as y increases. The critical mode is

provided by the fundamental even model (FEM) as given by n = 0 in (3.11)

if y is not too large. As Y increases R for this mode increases and the
associated s moves towards the axis of rotation. If an inner core of radius,

m

T] , exceeding 0.03 exists then this mode will always be preferred. However,

ifT<0.03 then large values of Y make B for the FEM large compared with

that associated with the mode n = 1 of the odd set (3.13) which then becomes

preferred.

For the symmetric and anti-symmetric fields on the other hand the

preferred cell moves away from the axis as Y is increased from zero. The

critical mode is provided by the FEM for all values of n .

Within C convection is similar to that described in I when Y
c

is small. For the H-field the curves for R versus s flatten as Y increases
m o

until they become flat and for yet larger values ofTthey change curvature and

possess minima on the axis. For the S and A fields, however, the curves steepen

with the increase in Y so that their minima always lie on C . For all fields
the smallest R is always provided by the mode n = 1 in (3.19).

m

The dependence of the critical mode {R , s , a , a ) on Y is similar

to that found by Eltayeb and Kumar (1977) and is not shown here. In figure 3

the dependence of the critical mode on q is illustrated. Although R decreases

with the increase of q for all fields M, S and A, the decrease of B in the

case of the H field is sharper. For the M field s and - f increase with q
c c

but they decrease for both S and A fields, a decreases steadily with q for both

S and A fields but for the M field it initially decreases, providedn< 0.23,

before it starts to increase. Moreover, all the quantities H ,s , -a ,a tend
c • c c c

to values independent qf q as q increases beyond about 10. We shall see later

that when q is large, the dependence of R on Y is much less pronounced,
3.1.2. q « 0, a = - t\ .

"1 2

This is the case of a differentially heated spherical shell. In the

absence of the magnetic field the critical mode lies on C for all values of ti .

The influence of the M field here only increases the value of R but the
unstable cell rests on C for alln . For the S and A fields s always exceeds

c c

the value 0,52 predicted by the non-magnetic case because the effect of either

of these fields is to push the unstable cell towards the equator and away

from the axis (see figure 4).

3.1.3. q - 1, a < 0

Except for very small values of a (see I, figure 5) this case is

similar to the preceding one. This is clearly brought out in figure 5 where

the critical mode for caseB (1) - (3) are compared.

In this case the magnetic field has no influence on the region of

convection (i.e. where R >0) but R is again increased by the presence of
m m

the field. For the M field the behaviour of R versus s is similar to that
m o

obtained for the non-magnetic case of paper I, For the S and A fields, however

the behaviour is slightly different.

3.1.5. The K - H model

The influence of the magnetic field on the model of a spherical

shell whose lower part is unstably stratified while the upper part is stably

stratified will now be discussed. As we showed in I this situation can be

obtained from (2.22), (2. 23) by replacing t by -e so that in (2,35)a = 1,
a >0 and R is replaced by - R. To avoid confusion R here will be referred
2 m

to as R*.
m

In the absence of the magnetic field the minimum value of R* for
m

all modes occurs on C ; a situation which persists even when the M-field is

present. For the S and A fields, however, R* decreases from its value
on C to a minimum at s = a provided n< ?, before it. increases to infinity

c o m

- 17 -



at some value of s depending on n. For larger values ofj n | , R* behaves in

a. way similar to that for the M-field. For all fields the region of convection

.within the unstable cell is unaffected by the presence of the field. However,

this result will not survive when the amplitude the field is large (see §3.2

below).

The analysis of this (3.1) section showed that the location of the

preferred cell of convection according to the linear theory depends on the

form of the magnetic field. Whereas the cell moves towards the axis in the

case of the M-field it is pushed away from the axis in the case of the other

(0)
two fields A and S. A detailed examination of the expression for H(n) showed

that this is due to the dependence of the integral H on s . For the M-field
n o

f(= 1) is a constant and H is proportional to the normalized length of the

cell (= 2) and consequently the contribution of the magnetic field to R is
2

proportional to s so that this contribution is smallest where s is smallest.
o o

For the A and S fields H decreases sharply with s so that the contribution
n o

of the field to H decreases with s and consequently the critical cell of
m o

the non magnetic case tends to move to where the field is weakest. The result

that the cell lies at a finite distance from both axis and equator is due to

the relative strength of the component of buoyancy normal to the axis which

promotes instability and the slope of the boundary which tends to inhibit it.

The location of the preferred cell depends also on the magnitude

of the amplitude of" the fi'eld. For fields which decrease with s, as in the

case of the A and S fields, the critical cell stays almost at a constant

distance from the axis as Y increases because the steep slope of the boundary

near the equator provides a very strong inhibiting influence. In the case of

the M field the critical cell moves towards the axis, asy increases, until it

coincides with C (if present). The critical aiode in all cases being the FEM,
c

the only exception occurring when n <0(p) and p <<1. In this situation the

critical cell for fields of the M type can belong to the first eastward

propagating odd mode. As is clearly shown in figure 2{a) and (b) above, R for
m

the FEM increases sharply within a region of order p around the axis of

rotation due to the strong influence of viscous diffusion there (see I) and
hence H for the FEM is too large to be preferred. This situation was overlookedc

by Fearn (1979 §4c).

3.2 The case T > > 1 , q < < !

As v increases while q remains small, two more waves appear

(Eltayeb and Kumar 1974). The stability of these two modes for values of

q = 0(1) was studied by Eltayeb and Kumar (1977). For q<<:l, these waves

have frequencies whose ratio is q and it is found that the wave with the smalla»

frequency (the 'slow' wave) is associated with a Rayleigh number which is

smaller than that associated with the 'fast' wave by a factor of q. The

mechanism responsible for their propagation is the same and we will therefore

discuss the slow wave here.

If we let

f? , cr . , k = a

and substitute in (2.28) adopting an expansion in powers of q , we find that ,

to leading order, -

X- - (3.22)

where

(3.23)

JO)
The first of (3.22) subject to the condition that Y'~' vanishes at the ends

of the interval [-1, 1 ] or[h , l] , depending on whether cells outside or

inside C are under consideration, possesses a discrete set of solutions and
c

every solution is a diffusionless wave whose properties are determined by

Coriolis and buoyancy fources. The direction of phase propagation of the waves

depends on the nature of the stratification. Assuming, without loss of generality,

that R is positive and realizing that a solution for Y vanishing at the
-(0) 3

ends of a finite interval exists only if R is positive, the phase speed

- 19 -
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a = -a /a is positive, corresponding to eastward propagation if K(c) is
P

positive everywhere (and the shell is unstably stratified). If, on the other

hand, K(C) is negative everywhere and the fluid is subject to bottom heavy

stratification then o is negative and the wave will drift westward. In the
P

situation in which K(O change sign somewhere along the cell both eastward

propagating waves are possible, in general. Thus the direction of propagation

of theae diffusionless waves depends on the nature of the stratification. Now

the stability problem is, to leading order, determined by the next order

problem (i.e. the problem for Y ). Here a balance between the Larentz and

thermal diffusion forces is maintained resulting in the instability of some

of these waves so that the direction of propagation of the unstable wave

depends also on magnetic forces and thermal diffusion.

If we let

p =- (3.24)

have the sign of K(O but if- K(C) changes sign somewhere between a and 1 then

S may take positive or negative values depending on the value of C at which

K(c)changes sign.

It is noteworthy that although the leading order problem makes it

possible for westward propagating waves to exist in a shell with bottom-heavy

stratification (i.e. K <0), the relationship (3.26)shows that all such waves

must decay when Lorentz and thermal diffusion forces are included because if

we replace P and K by -P and -K then S becomes -S and consequently R

(0) l X

becomes -R i.e. a takes the value -a and hence the local temperature gradient

remains positive. Thus instability can occur only if K(s) is positive somewhere

within the shell.

When a = 1, o = 0, K U ) = 1 and the problem posed by (3.25)

and (3.26) can be solved analytically. Outside C the even solution is

3.28)

so that the first of (3.22) assumes the form

(«0PKYS = O {3,25)

in which

in - r = (Jn +• ̂  1 Tr , K - 0̂  t \j ± 3 ̂  • • (3.29)

then the problem for Y yields a solvability condition which leads to

= 0 J 3.26)

Consequently

7
(3.30)

in which

9 -
1

and F (1,0), as given by equations (B.8)-(B.1O) of appendix B, is defined

3.31)

where a takes the values o, h for cells outside and inside C respectively.

Whereas S is always positive, S may take positive or negative values depending

on the form of K(t). If K( C ) does not change sign within the cell then S will

The odd solution is given by
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where

55n = m r ; vi = ± y, ± (3.33)

and then

O.34)

G being defined as
n

and is also evaluated in appendix B,

Within C the solution takes the form

(3.35)

" r (3.3K)

in which

-ii,) , n = ±i,±a., - - 0.37)

and

(3.38)

The expressions (3,30), (3.34), <3,38) have been evaluated for all

the fields M, S and A for various values of s , n to find that neutrally stable
o

waves necessarily drift eastward for all values of n so that westward propa-
(O)

gation is not possible. The dependence of H(n) and a in s is illustrated
P o

in figure 6 For various values of n. It is clear that the unstable cell tends

to move to where the field is strongest. For the A and S fields the preferred

cell is always situated on C but for the Malkus field it is forced by the steep

slope of the boundary at the equator to lie away from the region of maximum

field amplitude. The expression for a for the A and S fields also shows
P

marked difference in ita dependence on s from that predicted by the M-field.

When R(n) is evaluated as a function of s inside C it is found
a c

that it increases sharply from its value on C as s is decreased. Indeed at
C ° 3 1/3

s = 0 the value of R(n) is drastically increased to an order (pQ /EqJ
o

larger and the possible wave on the axis is associated with a primary balance

in which Coriolis, inertial, buoyancy Lqrentz and magnetic diffusion forces

are all potent.

In figure 7 the critical mode is drawn as a function of n . For

the M-field the critical cell is situated at s ..0.6a so that it is uninfluenced
o

by the presence of n for allTi <0.68. However, when n increases beyond 0.68 the

critical cell is situated on C with R increasing with 1 and the associated
c c

phase speed a decreasing with 1 . For the S and A fields the critical

mode is situated on C for all n - Both R and o increase steadily with the
c c pc

increase in n

To investigate the relative importance of the form of temperature

gradient on these waves and their instability we briefly discuss the two cases

(i) a differentially heated shell and (ii) a shell for which K(t) charges sign,

(i) Differentially heated shell

Here a = 0 . a = -n . Equation (3.22) was integrated numerically

and a sample of the results is shown in figure 8. The surprising result here

is that the dependence of the location of the unstable cell depends on the

type of mode under consideration. For the lowest even mode R(n) increases

steadily form its value on C to infinity at the equator. The influence of

differential heating is to promote convection near C . However, its effect on

the odd modes of the M-field is not strong enough to make their preferred mode

lie on C .
c

(ii) K U ) changes sign within shell

The interest in this situation is motivated by the suggestion of

Kennedy and Higgins (1973) that the earth's liquid core is composed of an

instably stratified lower part and stably stratified upper part. Such a
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situation is obtained by setting a • 1 and a „ J 0 . To illustrate the influence

of such a model on the propagation properties and stability of inertial-buoyancy

waves of this case we shall take n = 0.3 and a = 0.2 (so that T ; 0.58) and

replace e by - e (see I). The numerical integrations of (3.22) within and out-

side C showed that an infinity of modes can exist and all of them can be

made unstable ifB is large enough. Because of the change of sign of K(O the

solution, which is characterized by a primary balance between Coriolis and

buoyancy forces, is oscillatory within the lower unstable stratified portion

and exponentially decaying elsewhere. The first few modes are illustrated in-

(0)
figure 9. The amplitude of Y adjusts itself so as to make the integral S

positive.
(0)

The dependence of R(n) and on s is illustrated in figure 10.

IV. STABILITY AND PROPAGATION FOR q>>l.

The analysis of § 3.1 above showed that R tends to a constant as
c

q increases beyond about 10. This is because the dependence of P on q changes

as q increases to large values. Indeed if we define

then the critical mode remains the same as that of the nonmagnetic mode, to

leading order, until X takes values of order unity. As a result the primary

balance in (2.27) is between" inertial, Coriolis and Lorentz forces. The

propagation properties of the neutral waves is then strongly influenced by

magnetic forces and the resulting waves are closely related to those studied

by Hide (1966) for the homogeneous sphere.

The equations of the problem in this case are (3.2)-(3.4), (3.7)

and (3.8) provided we define V and f by

( 4 J 1

- 25 -

while R(°'is again givne by the last of <3.S),and the magnetic Prandtl number

form as

= n (4-3)

The leading order problem L V = 0 can be written in component

-c

(4.4)

- T
t iFor the M-field t is a constant and the first two equations can

be reduced to a second order linear differential equation which can easily

be solved. However, in general * depends on c (as for the A and S fields

here) and a more general method of solution is required. This can readily be

found . We introduce Z by

+ <- (4.5)

that the first two of (4.4) became

-LV Z, =0 (4.6)

Consequently

2 =C (4.7)

in which a takes the values o, h depending on whether the cell is inside or

outside C , respectively,
c
Convection outside C occurs in the form of the even modes

(4.8)



and the odd modes

(4.9)

The boundary condition

<£(•) =

(1) = 0 demands tha t

h~ O j t t j - - ; for the even modes

' n ^ O j t l j . ,for the odd modes

It then follows from (4.2), (4.7) and (4.10) that

(4.10)

(4.11)

The three terms in (4.11) represent, respectively, inertial, Coriolis and

Lorentz forces. This relation then represents propagation of waves in a

diffusionless incompressible unstratified fluid rotating in the presence

of a corotating magnetic field. For each set of values of n, 6 , a and A ,

two frequencies are possible

(4.12)

It is clear from (4.10) that both even and odd families of solutions are

composed of two subsets one of which is associated with * <0 and the other
n

with » >O. Since the dispersion relation (4.11) closely resembles that obtainedn

by Hide (1966) it is of interest to investigate the relationship between the

two cases. It turns out that the case studied by Hide is the same as the

(0)fundamental even mode with n = 0. Here * is positive ando_ correspond,

respectively, to Hide's fast and slow waves. Now o < 0 and o > 0 so
— +

that the fast wave propagates eastward and the slow wave propagates westward.

Remembering that these waves are present outside C so that they are relevant

to the wide gap spherical shell, we realize that the sense of phase propagation

is exactly the same as that predicted by Hide for the wide shell. It should

be pointed out here that the study by Hide dealt with n = 0 even mode which

- 27 -
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has an axial vorticity even in ^ while (4.11) and (4.12) show that the odd

modes with odd axial vorticity, also possess fast and slow waves and both

fast and slow waves can propagate in either direction.

Within the C solution vanishing on ( - 1, h,is

(4.13)

in which

(0 = = - 9-t- ±2,

(4.14)

1 (4.15)

where - 9 is the principal value of

(0)

(4.16)

The dispersion relation for a here is obtained from (4.11) by

replacing H (1,0) by H (l,h ) and likewise for the two frequencies a in (4.12).
n n 1 +

The lowest mode n = 0 is associated with

(0)

< O and hence the

slow mode is o and is eastward propagating while the fast mode is westward

propagating. In fact the mode n = 0 is precisely the one studied by Hide for

a thin shell. For values of | n |>0 the direction of phase propagation of the

(0) (0)
waves o depends or. the sign of n. If n > 0 then o correspond, respectively

being the fast wave. If n< 0
+ (0)

to eastward and westward propagation with a
(0)

the roles of c are reversed. Consequently both fast and slow waves can
+

propagate either way.

The relationship between waves in thin and thick spherical shells

has been a matter of controversy (see Hide 1966, Stewartson 1967, Hide and

Stewartson 197Z) and it is in order to use the above results to clarify the

situation. It was shown in I that when h tends to zero in (4.16), 8 tends
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to it /2 - 8 so that the modes (4.11) match uniformly to the odd modes (4.10).

Thus while the motions outside C gan occur in the form of even and odd modes

it is only the odd modes which can occur within C . Now the stability theory

in the full sphere has predicted a westward propagating wave which is the

lowest slow mode of the even solution which has no counterpart within C while

the lowest odd mode, which exists both within and outside C , is associated
c

with a larger Rayleigh number and is therefore not preferred.

Although the propagation properties are governed by a dispersion

relation independent of diffusion and stratification, the stability of these

modes is strongly dependent on both stratification and diffusion. The important

role played by diffusion here is to prevent the wavelength of the most unstable

mode from shrinking to zero as occurs in the diffusionless theory of Braginskii

(1967). The r61e of stratification here is to provide the necessary driving

force for the instability. In the absence of buoyancy all the modes (4.11)

will be damped.

The order p terms in the expansion (3.3) yield a consistency

condition which represents a balance between buoyancy and diffusive processes

(thermal and magnetic). We obtain

til
0" = - I + ~

Hh(l,o)r (4.17)

outside C for both even and odd solutions: and
c

for even mocies

for odd modes

(4.IB)

where

(4.19)

in which a takes the appropriate values in (4.10) and Y , V are

given by (4.8), (4.9) respectively.

n-OJ-

Inside C , we get

in which Y is given by (4.13).

(0)
The expressions (4,18) and (4.20) for Ft were evaluated numerically

for the three fields A,S and M for various values of \ , a, n and s , It was

found that R for the slow mode tends to zero as a approaches aero for all

n, s . This indicates that the most unstable slow mode is associated with an
o

asymptotically smaller a. The fast mode on the other hand possesses a minimum

(0)
R for a finite value of a. The critical mode always belongs to the lowest

even mode (n = 0} which exists outside C , The dependence of the critical mode

on x and p is illustrated in figure 12 and tables 1 and 2. For both symmetric
n

and anti-symmetric fields the location of the critical cell, s , is almost

independent of \ because for values of the magnetic field amplitude given by

X = 0(1) the cell has been pushed nearer the equator where the steep slope of

the boundary has a strong stabilizing influence. For the M field, however,

the critical cell his on C . For a given value of p , the critical Rayleigh
c m

number, R , increases with k for all fields. However, for fixed values ofj

it decreases with p .
m

When X increases beyond 0(1) values the critical Rayleigh number

belongs to one of the magnetic modes. Here the appropriate scaling is that of

-1/2
§ 3.2 above and the expansion scheme is obtained by replacing p by q in

(3.3) above. The slower of the two modes has a Rayleigh number an order of

magnitude q larger than that of the faster. Indeed this wave, to leading order,

is stationary and has a large z-dependence with Coriolis, Lorentz and buoyancy

together with magnetic and thermal diffusion forces all sharing in the primary

balance. We shall not pursue this wave any further.

The faster wave, to leading order, is given by
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T

<e)

o

-I

'l

yW
'3

— o (4.21)

in which

(4.22)

and the next order problem is governed by

i
T

J.
J5

o

o y«
•2 = _

(D (oj

o o o

<

where

(4.23)

(4.24)

The :wo problems must be solved subject to the conditions

£i; =-o (•1.25)

for cells outside C , and
c

(4.26!

,(0)

for cells inside C .
c

The leading order problem governing Y l v' is characterized by a

balance being maintained between Coriolis and Lorentz forces resulting in

- 31 -

hydromagnetic-inertial waves of the slow type as studied by Hide (1966).

If we define

-5 2
(4-27)

3
s

then the even solution outside C is

(oj

' V =

when the odd solution is given by

(4.2b)

The boundary conditions (4.25) yield

for even modes

for odd modes

(4.30)

in which n = 0, + 1 , + 2 , ... Thus

so that both even and odd modes possess two infinite subsets of modes one of

which propagates westward and the other eastward. The lowest even mode propagates

westward and the lowest odd mode propagates eastward.

The problem for Y provides a solvability condition which yields

(0
O~ ~ O (4.3?)

for both even and odd solutions, and

n0,0) (4.33)



for the even solution; and

(4.34)

for the odd solution. Here

and J (1,0) is given by (4.41) below by setting h = 0.
n 1

(0)
Numerical computations for the expressions (4.33) and (4.34) for

R(n) for the three fields A,M,S for various forms of the temperature gradient

showed that the location of the unstable cell depends on the forms of the field

and temperature gradient in a way similar to that described in § 3 above for

the small q case and we shall not discuss it in detail here. However it maybe

of interest to note that the solution within C takes the form
c

T, = su

'&

in which

The boundary conditions (4,26) then demand that

(4.36)

(4.37)

(4.38)

so that

(4.39)
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(0)
and - 9 is the principal value of (4.38). The expression for R(n) is again

given by

(4.40)

where

" 1 I
(4.41)

The modes (4.39) form the analytic continuation of the odd modes

(4.30) present outside C . The lowest mode n = 0 here corresponds to Hides

slow magnetohydrodynamic wave in a thin spherical shell and, as predicted by

(0)
Hide, it propagates eastward. When the expression (4.40) for H(n) is evaluated

for various values of n it is found that the preferred mode of convection within
(0)

C (i.e.the mode possessing the lowest R(n) there) is the mode n = 1 which is

westward propagating. The mode n = 1 is also the preferred odd mode outside

C . The overall preferred mode, however, is the lowest even mode outside C
c c

whatever the form of magnetic field and temperature gradient.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The analysis presented above has shown that two-dimensional linear

waves in a rapidly rotating, fully diffusive, stratified spherical shell in

the presence of a toroidal magnetic field are possible provided that

1

I <&•!>Q

Whatever the form of magnetic field in the presence of any form of temperature

gradient which is adverse in some part of the fluid shell. When q**!, (5.1)

applies even if Q 5.0(1). Since this range of Q is also known to be associated
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with motions of three-dimensional character (Eltayeb and Kumar 1977) it would

be interesting to know whether three-dimensional or two-dimensional motions

are preferred. However, in order to resolve this question a thorough investi-

gation of all the possible wave motions in this range of Q must be made. Such

an analysis has been carried out by Soward (1979) for the plane layer model

in the presence of the Malkus field, and a comparison of his results with the

above ones in the range 1 5 Q < q indicates that R = 0 (Q"1) in both cases,
c

although the coefficient of proportionality for the three-dimensional motions

of the layer is small suggesting their preference. However the influence of

the spherical boundary may have a slightly stabilizing influence.

For the geophysically relevant case of small q the condition (5.1)

restricts Q to values well below unity. It transpires that two-dimensional

motions can still exist in the range 0(q ) 5 OiO(l) in the case of magnetic

fields depending on s only because the basic field and shear flow can be

chosen independently. The expression for (dimensionless)intrinsic frequency <u

is

Uis (5.2)

in which fl is the magnetic Reynolds number defined by

(5.3)

whereji^is a typical flow amplitude. Thus the analysis of the magnetic modes

can be extended to all values of Q « l provided

l/Q -, (5.4)

and scaling for o, m, k is altered to

<r =
_1a , fe = a C ? \ (5.5)
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However, for spherical fields (i.e. fields depending both on s and e ) the

legitimate basic state B and U are necessarily coupled by (2.12) and it is

-1 2
not possible to find any scaling that can neglect the Doppler shift Qq mf in

the expression for u . Moreover the search for two-dimensional motions for

1/2
0 = 0(q ) using the method of appendix A showed that the influence of the

shear is to stabilize these motions in the sense that R increases with (Q/q).

It then appears that the range 0(q ){ 0{0{1) may be associated with three-

dimensional motions when q<<l and the field is spherical.

The preferred mode of convection identified above is always associated

with a temperature perturbation which is even in the axial coordinate z.

Diffusive process are instrumental in determining all of the wavenumber, wave

frequency and temperature gradient responsible for the onset of instability .

For example, take the magnetic modes when q>>l. To leading order, these waves

are of the hydromagnetic-inertial type studied by Hide (1966). However, their

instability is provided by buoyancy providing the necessary energy. In the

absence of diffusion the maximum growth rate is attained for the radial wave-

number approaching infinity. The presence of diffusion (magnetic and thermal)

prevents the wavelength from tending to zero with the consequence that the

wavelength of the preferred mode is finite in which case the damping influence

of diffusion is provided for by the buoyancy energy. The dependence of k , a
c c

and B on diffusion is clearly shown by

(5.6)

and even the phase speed of the preferred mode a (~ «n) is dependent on both

magnetic and thermal diffusivities.

The most significant effect introduced by the presence of an inner

solid care is that it suppresses a certain class of two-dimensional modes in

the region enclosed by the coaxial cylindrical surface, C , touching the inner

core at its equator. The motions inside and outside C can be explained as
c

follows. If n is the radius of the inner core then for every coaxial cylindrical

cell whose distance from the axis s is greater than x\ has two types of modes.

- 36 -
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One type has an axial vorticity even in z so that Y (-z) = + Y (z) and the

other type has Y (-z) = - Y (z). For a cell with s <n all modes have Y (-z)=

=- Y (z) (for z i n because of the 'cut' made by the solid core In the cell).

The lowest mode outside C belongs to the even vorticity type and the lowest

mode within C belongs to the odd vorticity type. This is the explanation
c

for Hide's suggestion that cells in thin spherical shells are different in

nature from those in thick shells.
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APPENDIX A

The application of the procedure described in the appendix to

Eltayeb and Kumar (1977) to a cell C yields the dispersion relation
o

(A.I)

where

I. =

Note that a solution of the form

O) fecpt (crt-r-g'u +

(A.2)

(A.3}

has been assumed and the assumption IC1 <<: t£l is made. Here y is the zonal

distance and x the radial one. Also we have defined

to = cr +- w sC*. eo , k ̂  f V 1 2 . (A.4)

Because Ufcc f ) for the A, S—fields is a function of z the Integrand in I

depends on z. For the M-field U is uniform and can be taken as zero. The

dispersion relation (A.I) then reduces to

R w ,„.„

when a = 0. This is, of course, the same equation (A,3)in Eltayeb and Kumar

(1977). (Note here that the last term within the square brackets is preceded

by a plus sign and not a minus sign as misprinted in Eltayeb and Kumar (1977)).

(A.5) was studied by Eltayeb and Kumar. It was shown that when -y ia small only

one neutral wave is present. This wave corresponds to the lowest even mode of

the inertial gravity waves of class F studied in 1 but is here modified by the



presence of the magnetic field.

As T increases two more modes appear. These two modes (of Eltayeb

and Kumar 1977, Equation (A.4)) are magnetic in nature in the sense that the

magnetic field plays a central role in their appearance. The separation of

(A.5) into its real and imaginary parts, assuming a to be real, and the

minimization of R over 9 and £ gives

(A.6)

1/2
. These results are used to locate the critical mode of convection

well as to study the general propagation properties of these waves.

for both waves while R , o depend on whether q is greater or smaller than 1.
c c

For q < 1, we have the two waves

Z. 1 -a.

•fV, *~ (A.7)

For q >1, on the other hand, we have the two waves

P ^

Thus for every value of q two magnetic modes exist and all of (, , o , R
™— c c c

decrease with the increase of the amplitude of the magnetic field (as measured

by Q) for both modes. Whereas the wavenumber £ for both modes is the same,

the ratios of the frequencies and the Rayleigh numbers is q. For q = 0(1) both

frequencies and Rayleigh numbers are comparable but for q much larger or

much smaller then 1, one wave has a much smaller frequency than the other. For

q <<1, the slower wave is preferred and for q >> 1 the faster wave is preferred.

These results were derived for the M-field. For the A, S-fields

the dispersion relation (A.I) was integrated numerically using (A.7) and (A.6)

as a guide to find that the dependence on 0 and q, hold good provided that

- 39 -
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APPENDIX B

The expression for the various integrals defined throughout §§ 3

and 4 are summarized here to avoid the occurrence of long mathematical

expressions in the text. The superscripts M, A, S, when they occur, will

mean that the integral corresponds to the M, A, S fields respectively.

It is convenient to define the integrals

,1

(B.I)

which cannot be evaluated analytically (Y ̂  0) and are computed numerically.

T }

CB.2)

M

(3 .3)

( B . 4 )

B.5)
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vjhere

fn = (3 .7)

( D . G )

( B . 9 )

3Vi3
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Table 1

The dependence of the critical mode (s , M , a , R ) on the Magnetic
c c c c

Prandtl number p in the limit q * » when A = 5 , a - It a = 0 and the field

is the S one (see § 4 ) .

1.0

2.0

3.0

5.0

7.0

10.0

20.0

50.0

s
c

0.8960

0.8910

0.6890

0.8870

0.8B6O

0.8850

0.8850

0.8840

K
c

1.0098

1.0015

0.9975

0.9934

0.9914

0.9885

0.9912

0.9883

a
c

-2.3770

-2.3318

-2.3164

-2.3019

-2.2949

-2.2894

-2.2853

-2.£801

31

30

29

29

29

29

29

29

R
c

.3846

.3359

.9573

.6358

.4935

.3850

.2563

.1776

Table 2

A sample of the results for the dependence of the critical mode

on X for p = 1 for the S-field when a = 1,9 = 0 (54)
m 1 2

X

0.2

0.5

. 1.2

2.5

3.2

4.5

6.2

8.5

10.2

s
c

0.76

0.81

0.85

0.87

0.88

0.89

0.90

0.91

0.92

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

H
c

.7296

.8262

.9180

.9570

.9944

.0235

.0530

.0920

. 1500

0
c

-1.4309

-1.6431

-1.8722

-2.0660

-2.1347

-2.2399

-2.3550

-2.4688

-2.5473

R

20.

22.

25.

28.

29.

30.

32.

34.

35.

c

2896

4114

1229

0146

1327

8391

5975

5260

7149

-US-

FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1.: The geometry of the problem. The notation of this figure will be

frequently used.
(0)

Figure 2.: Illustration of the influence of the magnetic field on R for

the inertial modes studied in I for the case a 1, a = 0 , here

drawn for T= 5.5 and q = 10~ . Compare with figure 2 in I. For

the Halkus field, (a) and (b), the illustration is for a full

sphere while in the case of the symmetric field, (c) and (d),n is

taken as 0.1. If n takes larger values, the figures can be obtained

by 'cutting off the part for s < TI . The continuous (discontinuous)

curves refer to eastward (westward) propagating waves. Note that

the lowest odd mode (n = 0 in 2(d)) has R too high to be included
m

in the figure. The results for the A field are similar to those

for- the S-field.

Figure 3.: The dependence of the critical mode of § 3.1.1 on q for a typical

value of Y ( = 5,5). The continuous, discontinuous and dotted curves

refer to the S,A and M fields, respectively, and n is assumed less

than 0.23. If n 5-0.23 then the critical mode for the M-field will
sit on C for all values of s < n and consequently R in that range

c o c

will be higher than given in (b). Similar results will hold for

the S and A fields if n >, 0.8.

FJeure 4.: The dependence of R on s for different values of n for a& mo

differentially heated shell ( a - 0, a^ - n) when Y = 5.5 and

q = 10~ for (a) the Malkus field and (b) the S-field (see § 3.1.2).

The behaviour of R for the A-field is similar to that for the
m

S-field.

Figure 5.: A comparison of the critical modes for the three cases (o^, a.^1 =

= (1,0), (1, -O.2), (0,- n), referred to by the Roman numbers

I, II, III, respectively, as a function of y . The continuous

(discontinuous) curves refer to the S-(A-) field. For III, R^ is

-6
normalized by n. It is assumed that n < O.3 and q = 10

-1(6-



Figure 6.: Illustration of H , a for the first few even (continuous)and
m pm

odd (discontinuous) modes for the magnetic modes of I 3.2 outside

C when a = 1, a = 0. (a), (c) correspond to the H-field while

(b), (d) refer to the S-field.

Figure 7.: The critical mode of convection, for the (a) M-field and (b)

S-field; as a function of n when a = l, a = o and q<<:l(§ 3.2).

The curves I, II, III refer to B , - 100 o , 100 S respectively.
e pc c

The figure in the box is a blown dp version of the curve I which

appears almost horizontal in the full figure; the scale for n is

the same in both cases.

Figure 8.: The dependence of R and -a for the first (a) even and (b) odd
a pm

modes for a differentially heated shell in the case of inertial -

buoyancy waves (§ 3.2). The continuous (discontinuous) curves
refer to R (-a ) and the labels A, M refer to A - and M-fields.

m pm
In (a) - o is magnified by 10 for both fields while in (b) it

pm

is magnified by 100 for the A-field and shown as it is for the

M-field. n = 0.3.

Figure 9.: The behaviour of Y with C for the (a) first four even and (b)
3

first four odd modes at s =0.3 for the Kennedy-Higgins atodel.
o

Figure 10.: R", - a for the lowest (a) even and (b) odd modes for the
m pm

Kennedy-Higgins model. In (a) both fi* and - o (multiplied by
pm

10 for the H-field and 100 for the A-field) are shown. In (b) only

the results for the A-field are shown. In both (a) and (b) the

continuous curves refer to R and discontinuous ones to - o
m pm

The labels A and H refer to A, H fields.
Figure 11.: The dependence of the critical mode (s , M , o , Ft ) on * for

c c c c
p = 1 and q>>l (§ A) for the S-field when a = 1, a = o.
m 1 2

The continuous 'horizontal ' curve is for s x 10i the continuous
c

steep one is for R and its scale starts from 25 and increases
c

by 1; the discontinuous dotted curve for M starts from 0.9 and

increases by 0.02 while the discontinuous curve for -" starts
c

from 1.8 and increases by 0 .1 .

Fig. 1
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